
CYGNO MEETING - 14/01/21

NEWS



- Installation of LIME at LNGS with a proper gas system, DAQ and 
trigger system, DCS and HV system;


- Finalisation of demonstrator designs, start of material procurements 
and construction;


- Low radioactivity studies (lens, GEM, sensors);


- Finalisation of simulations and comparison of the performance


- R&D on gases, luminescence, negative ions


- Analyses of all data

2021 General Plans
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- Because of administrative delays, re-work of LIME for new (ad 
hopefully) better KFC tests is starting only these days;


- In order to have time for extensive tests of resistive foil and copper 
ring Field Cage, we decided to install KFC on LIME1 and bandellas 
on LIME2 (built for general studies of gas properties in TPC with 
Francesco laser system);


- Tests will start as soon as possible to optimise detector for Migdal 
studies and LNGS installation

LIME 1 e 2
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Fundings - LNF
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- Travels and setup to LNGS


- Studies on low radioactivity GEM


- Complete the FBG setup for mechanical and gas stability study



- Setup of overground and underground labs

Fundings - LNGS
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- Travels to LNGS


- Low radioactivity optics


- Gas filtration system


- DAQ development

Fundings - RM1
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- Token for computing


- Travels to LNGS

Fundings - RM3
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- During holidays we took continuous runs with a 55Fe on LEMON to 
study the stability of light response 

News from lab
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- Studies on currents are on-going 


- After the end of gas a set of pedestal runs were taken for several 
days to study their stability both for ORCA and for FUSION;

- Good correlation 
found with a delay 
of 18 hoursSetting Up 

and other 
tests



I propose to submit a general paper and focused ones (luminescence, 
saturation, new gases) - any volunteer?

Papers and Conferences
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DRAFTING General paper on CYGNO: first draft by mid Feb

WORKING
A new analysis is needed to better understand 
the saturation issue

Simulation of background in CYGNO Exp: Giulia


Simulation of signals in CYGNO and comparison with data: Fabrizio


